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LEADERSHIP SUMMIT TO FOCUS ON
NAVIGATING GENERATIONAL EXPECTATIONS
MANCHESTER, N.H. – The fifth annual New Hampshire Leadership Summit will take place on
Wednesday, July 31, 2019 from 1:00 to 5:00pm at the Northeast Delta Dental Conference Center in
Concord NH. This year’s Summit titled Navigating Generational Expectations, invites all generations to
explore and address the challenges, opportunities, and scenarios of working together. The focus of the
Summit is optimizing the strengths of all generations to build collaborative, multi-generational
workplaces that attract and retain a talented workforce.
The dynamic, insightful, and entertaining Dr. Gerri King (GerriKing.com), social psychologist, author,
speaker, and facilitator will guide us in creating a common understanding of each generation and their
expectations. Will Stewart, Executive Director of StayWorkPlay New Hampshire and others will share
data on what is most important to each generation. Organizations will share how they are addressing
generational diversity, and attendees will learn from each other in small group discussions.
The Leadership Summit welcomes established, new, and aspiring leaders of all ages to view the
expectations of different generations from a new perspective. Together we will identify techniques that
address workplace scenarios and discuss how to influence positive workplace change that benefits both
organizations and all generations. Attend #NHLeadershipSummit2019 to Stop, Collaborate, and Listen
and gain new perspective to Navigate Generational Expectations!
The Summit is presented by the Granite State Quality Council and ExcellenceNorth Alliance (GSQC &
ENA) and hosted by Northeast Delta Dental. The cost is $75 with discounts available for GSQC and
Summit sponsors and partners, nonprofits, government agencies, and students. Opportunities to
sponsor the event are still available. Visit www.gsqc.com to learn more about the Summit and to
register. Contact Anne Warner (anne@gsqc.com) with any questions or for more information.
About the Granite State Quality Council (GSQC; www.gsqc.com). Since 1992, the GSQC has been New
Hampshire’s nonprofit resource for organizational performance excellence. The GSQC was joined in
2012 by the Northern New England Alliance for Excellence (NNEAE) to serve organizations in New
Hampshire, Maine, and Vermont. In 2019 we are evolving to become ExcellenceNorth Alliance, building
on our expertise and ability to customize systems and ecosystems approaches and empower
organizations to sustainably thrive.
About the Leadership Summit: Several years ago, we recognized an opportunity to help aspiring leaders
become more successful by understanding the nuances of leadership and the Leadership Summit was
born!
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